Zephyros Compact 2 V2
The short packed length of this 2 person tent makes it an
ideal option for bikepackers and cyclists as well as
backpackers and mountain marathon participants. Updated
for 2020 so it is now even easier to pitch and packaway.
Winner of the T3 Best Tent Awards 2020.
Sleeps: 2
Season Rating Spec: 3 season backpacking
Free standing?: No (tent requires guy lines to be pitched)
Packed Weight: 1.95Kg (4lb 5oz)
Number of Porches: 1
Number of Doors: 2
Pitch Type: Fly and Inner pitch together
Packed Size: 30x19cm
Range: 3 Season Backpacking
Flysheet: Stormex P4000 FR
Floor: Aqua Stop P5000
Poles: 8.5mm WC Superflex Alloy
Pegs: 10 x Alloy 'V' Angle
Guylines: 4 x Yellow Reflective
Inner Door: Half Mesh

£200.00 RRP

Stub Code:
44ZC2V2

Description

2-man tent by Wild Country

The Zephyros Compact 2 person tent provides the combination of short
packed length (30cm), low weight and weather-proof performance which
makes it a popular choice with cycle tourers and bikepackers as well as
backpackers and mountain marathon participants.
Winner of the T3 Best Tent Awards 2020

â–º It’s designed for short to medium length cycling, bike packing and
backpacking trips (a larger tent might be more comfortable for longer trips),
mountain marathons.
â–º For 3 season use, the tried and tested low profile shape makes it suitable for
wild camping as well as campsite stops.
â–º It’s even quicker to pitch than before thanks to the combined flysheet and
inner pegging points. The flysheet and inner pitch together.
â–º The main pole is Superflex alloy and it packs down to 30cm long. The folding
end poles are glassfibre. Pegs are alloy ‘v’ angle for a secure pitch.
â–º The flysheet and groundsheet are high performance polyester and fully seam
sealed to keep out the wet.
â–º There are several venting options – the inner has a half midge-proof mesh
door and there are additional mesh panels with covers as at each end.
â–º The tent has 2 doors to make access easier for both occupants. With one
porch at the front of the tent plus a small amount of storage space under the
flysheet at the rear.
â–º Reflective pole sleeve trims ensure better visibility in poor light or dark
conditions.
â–ºIt's easy to pack away when it's time to move on with a side opening tarp style
tent bag - simply roll the tent into the bag and pull tight.
â–ºA 1 person version of the tent is available theZephyros Compact 1

Footprints to prolong the life of the tent and help keep it clean can be purchased
separately Zephyros Compact 2 Footprint.

